LEONARDO

High-Octane Marketing Talent Instrumental in Leonardo's Position
as Leader in Hotel Digital Marketing Technology

The story begins in 2006 when Leonardo was known as
VFM Interactive, a niche visual content production
company in Downtown Toronto serving the global
hospitality industry.
Paolo Boni, the company’s CEO was eager to start scaling
the business, and in order to do so, he needed to be fully
equipped with high-performing talent. Speciﬁcally a CFO,
an Inside Sales Manager and an Account Manager. That’s
when Martyn entered the story.
Martyn went to work on the searches. He presented Paolo
with candidates that not only had the effective skillset and
expertise for the roles, but were also excited to join a small
and thriving company with plenty of opportunity and
growth in its future.
And ‘growth’ would be an understatement. In 2008, a time
when the economy was tough and investors were risk
adverse, the company secured $18.5M in ﬁnancing and
purchased Europe-based Leonardo to become VFM
Leonardo. As is the case with mergers and acquisitions,
considerable changes were mounting on the horizon.

LEONARDO MARKETING PLACEMENTS
 2 Digital Marketing Managers
 Marketing Operations Specialist
 Marketing Content Manager
 Customer Success Marketing Manager
 Web Marketing Operations Specialist

"A company is only as successful
as its talented people, which is
why we turned to Martyn to ﬁnd
us the right people, for the right
roles, at critical points in
Leonardo’s growth."
- Paolo Boni, CEO, Leonardo

NEXT STEP: KICK-START SALES AND MARKETING
The biggest change initially came with major shift in the company’s value proposition and
go-to-market strategy. They needed a top-tier CMO to head up this change and a high-octane roster
to execute it.

416.935.1400

Martyn and his team were tasked with the search for a candidate who had sales operations,
analytics and digital strategy experience and could build the company’s complete digital marketing
infrastructure. Enter: John McAuliffe.
John was a 20+ year marketing veteran at the time with hands on experience in leading
market-driven strategies for disruptive technologies. He previously led the marketing function of a
Silicon Valley technology ﬁrm and was the President and COO of a mid-size Canadian advertising
agency.
Martyn then went on to place a Manager of Demand Generation and a Web Operations Manager who
worked together to successfully implement a
marketing automation system and a powerful
"When I came on board, I trusted
marketing machine that took the company from
Martyn to ﬁnd me the sales
receiving no incoming leads to 40,000+ in just
leadership and marketing expertise I
under two years.
An increase in the company’s revenue inevitably
followed, but not without the essential building
blocks that Martyn helped lay the foundation
with. They quickly built a global team of sales
representatives to convert the leads generated
by marketing to closed deals. Today, exclusively
inbound leads fuel their sales.

needed to advance the company’s
sales and that’s exactly what he
delivered."

- John McAuliffe, President, Leonardo

Between 2014 and 2015, Martyn successfully
placed two key Digital Marketing Managers, a
Marketing Operations Specialist and a Content
Marketing Manager to fuel the division. With an
effective marketing machine up and running and sales
of its hotel visual merchandising solution taking off, the
company was able to expand its vertical in their product to include
social and mobile marketing capabilities.

KEY SEARCH HIGHLIGHTS
Staﬀed marketing team that moved all marketing to inbound
Played a key role in company’s revenue growth
Placed 6 high-ranking marketing team members

THE RESULTS
Leonardo continues to thrive. In 2014, they underwent another successful re-invention and
re-branding and launched a completely new digital marketing platform. Martyn continues to be their
go-to recruiter and is instrumental in landing top-tier talent to their sales, marketing and product
management teams.

